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Data Sheet

AC2000 Car Parks
Car park management and access control application

Key Features
•

Intuitive and easy to use
configuration

•

Add unlimited car parks

•

Supports multiple car parks
per cardholder

•

Support for overflow car
parks

•

Car park maximum
allocation setting

•

Supports delayed entry date
and automatic car park
expiry

•

Supports date and time for
short stay

•

Number of spaces - the
number of car parking
spaces in the car park

Car park management and access control
The AC2000 Car Parks application helps to ensure that only valid cardholders can
access the permitted car parks at the allocated time.
Each physical car park can be divided up into logical car parks. Logical car parks can also
exist in different time zones, thus for example ten spaces could be allocated to office
workers during the day, and the same ten spaces could be allocated to residential tenants
in the evenings and weekends.
The AC2000 Car Parks application supports multiple car parks per cardholder, useful if
the first car park is full, they can use a second.

Flexible space management
To maximise flexibility the AC2000 system permits the maximum parking space allocations total to exceed the number of spaces
the car park may have, this allows for the assumption that not all cardholders with an allocated parking space will require the
space at the same time.
Further flexibility is provided by assigning time zones to a cardholder, thus allowing only daytime access to some, or only
nights and weekends to others. A cardholder can have access to two car parks each with a different time-zone e.g. user can
park in far-away car park all the time but use a closer car park only at the weekend or night shifts.

Booking a space
Car park space can be allocated without becoming active until a selected future date and time. A space allocation can either have
an expiry date and time or be open ended until the expiry of the ID card. The system will automatically terminate the
allocation, thus that allocation will automatically become available for re-issue. A car park allocation can be manually revoked by
a workstation operator using the personnel application at the click of a button, immediately freeing up the allocation for re-issue.
If a person's credential expires prior to the parking allocation expiry date, access to the car park will be denied with that
credential.
A car park allocation can be short term, thus on a selected day for a two-hour period for example.

Car park access controllers
All the standard AC2000 card readers support car park access control. As an option an override button can be fitted within the
guard hut to raise the entrance gate. The gate controller can also be broadcast OPEN for free access or locked down as required.

Vehicle passes
Vehicle passes do not require allocation. Pool cars fitted with a valid long range UHF window tag for example will be able to
access the car park. As an option, the driver may also be required to swipe, in this case access to the car park will be determined
by cardholder’s car park allocation. Only if both are credentials valid will the entrance gate open.

Requirements
• AC2000 v10.3 software and higher
• AC2000 Airport v10.3 software and higher
• AC2000 Lite v10.3 software and higher

Please note: AC2000 Car Parks is not supported on a partitioned system. On an AC2000 Enterprise system, car park
allocations will be made on the local servers.

Related Products

• AC2000
• AC2000 Airport
• AC2000 Lite

About Johnson Controls
Johnson Controls is a global diversified technology and multi-industrial leader serving a wide range of customers in more
than 150 countries. Our 120,000 employees create intelligent buildings, efficient energy solutions, integrated infrastructure
and next generation transportation systems that work seamlessly together to deliver on the promise of smart cities and
communities. Our commitment to sustainability dates back to our roots in 1885, with the invention of the first electric room
thermostat.
For additional information, please visit www.cemsys.com or follow CEM Systems on LinkedIn and Twitter.
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